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Abstract.Themeanannualmoisture
fluxacross
60øSis estimated
usingresults
of numerical

analyses
produced
bytheU.S. National
Centers
forEnvironmental
Prediction
andtheEuropean
Centre
forMedium-Range
Weather
Forecasts
forthe7-yearperiod1985-1991.
Theatmospheric
dataindicate
a netpoleward
transport
of 17.06kgm-1s-1or 10.74Tt yr-1.Themeanannual
moisture
transport
divergence
fortheareapoleward
of 60øSisestimated
usinga combination
of
surface
andnear-surface
data(precipitation
andevaporation
fortheSouthern
Ocean,netsurface

accumulation
andseaward
drifting
snow
transport
fortheAntarctic
icesheet).
Themass
exchange
ratesattheicesheet-atmosphere
andocean-atmosphere
interfaces
areintegrated
strictly
forthearea
between
60øSand70øSandarecombined
withtheresults
of a preceding
surface
dataestimate
of
transport
divergence
for the areapolewardof 70øS.The surfacedataarea combination
of diverse

setsrepresentative
of variousmultiyear
periodsdistributed
through1941-1990andindicatea

poleward
transport
of 18.60kgm-1s-1or 11.79Tt yr-1across
60øS.Theestimates
based
on
atmospheric
andsurfacedatashowremarkable
agreement
(thedifference
iswell withintheerror

estimates)
andindicate
netatmospheric
transports
of watervaporandlatentheatpoleward
across

Introduction

and evaporationas well as drifting snow transport(references
to these appear in works by Giovinetto et al. [1992] and
An understanding
of the energyand moisturebudgetsin the Yamazaki [1992, 1994]). The recent availability of longareapolewardof 60øS(Figure 1) is importantto atmospheric, duration numerical analysesthat incorporatelarge amountsof
offers
an alternative
method
for
glaciological,and oceanographic
studies. Improvedestimates satellite observations
computing
moisture
transport
that
is
more
promising
than
of mass and energy transfer rates in the polar regions
eventuallybecomeinputsto dynamicmodelssuchas general previous work and bears comparison to new surface
circulation models and enhancethe potential use of such measurement estimates.
In this studywe presenttwo estimatesof net vapor transport
models in assessments
of global change [e.g., Trenberth,
1992a]. The paucityof in situ dataavailableat theselatitudes, following different approaches(Figure 2). One is a moisture
however,severelylimits model evaluationand thus brings flux estimate using numerical analyses from operational
into questionthe validity of dynamic models for southern weather centers. The other is a compositeestimateof transport
hemisphere
study. Previously,the atmospheric
net transportof divergence in which terms obtained using surface and nearwater vapor (and latentheat) had been estimatedusingupper surface data for the area between 60øS and 70øS are combined
air data from stations distributed in two zones, with mean with a previous estimateof transportacross70øS [Giovinetto
latitudesof approximately46øSand 71øS.Someestimateshave et al., 1992]. It should be noted that all four authors have

includedcomparisons
with estimatesof surfaceprecipitation contributedto similar precedingstudiesfor 70øS, but this
studyis theirfirst for 60øSin whichthe moistureflux estimate
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Figure 1. Antarctic and SouthernOcean areasand sectorsdiscussedin the text that lie betweenand
within the 60th and 70th parallels.
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Figure 2. Schematiccrosssectionof Antarcticaand the SouthernOcean illustratingthe dispositionof
terms derived from (a) atmosphericand (b) surface data discussedin the text. Latitude scale is
proportional to area.
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Table

1.

Net

Moisture
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Flux
Standard

Analysis

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Mean

Deviation

NCEP*

-17.44

-17.31

-16.50

60 øLatitude
-17.93
-18.56

-18.39

-17.51

-17.66

0.70

NCEP?
ECMWF-•

-17.19
-17.34

-17.13
-17.41

-16.19
-15.73

-17.56
-16.13

-18.15
-15.54

-17.33
-16.29

-17.41
-16.57

0.72
0.85

NCEP*

-4.38

-4.50

-4.08

-5.32

-5.55

-4.41

-5.39

-4.80

0.59

NCEP-•
ECMWF?

-4.20
-4.59

-4.33
-4.90

-3.89
-3.86

-5.10
-4.66

-5.28
-4.71

-4.23
-4.17

-5.14
-4.95

-4.59
-4.55

0.56
0.40

-18.35
-17.56

70 o Latitude

Values are in kilogramsper meterper second,negativesouthward.NCEP is NationalCentresfor
EnvironmentalPrediction,and ECMWF is EuropeanCentrefor Medium-RangeWeatherForecasts.
*These values are after Yamazaki [1992, 1994]; flux estimatesfor 1985 and 1991 were added for this study.
-•Thesevalues are after Bromwich et al. [1995].

assimilated using a multivariate three-dimensional evaluation

Estimates

of deviations

of observations

from

the forecast

field.

This

technique allows consistent use to be made of observations
Atmospheric Data Estimate

with

Global atmospheric numerical analyses are routinely
produced by operational weather forecasting centers and
represent the most comprehensive assimilation of
meteorological data available [Trenberth, 1992b]. The
analysesare producedby a four-dimensionaldata assimilation
systemthat uses a "first guess"derived from the previous6hour numerical forecast as the base for integrating the
observations into the analysis. The observations are

different

error characteristics

assessmentof the numerical analysesaround and over the
Antarctic continenthas been made by Bromwichet al. [1995]
and Cullather et al. [1997] using available rawinsonde,
automaticweather station(AWS), ship, and synthesizedlongterm observations.Analysesobtainedfrom the ECMWF were
found to compare closely with AWS and ship observations
over a 10-year period and to generally offer a reasonable
O

•

50 kg m-1s-1

and takes into account their

spatial distribution [Loteric, 1981; European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), 1992]. An

180ø

Figure 3. Six-year (1986-1991) meanmoistureflux.
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Table 2. Comparison
of MeanFlux Valuesfor 60øSand70øSandPrecipitation
MinusEvaporation
for 60ø-70øS

Mean Flux Values,

P-E,

kgm-1S-1

kg m-2yr-1

60øS

70øS

AtmosphericData
Starr et al. [1969]
-6.1
Peixoto and Oort [1983]
-10.0
Howarth [1983] and Howarth and Raynet [1986]
-6.2
Masuda [1990]
....
This work, from Table 1,

+0.73
-2.7
-3.7
5.26

NCEP
NCEP
ECMWF
Mean

- 17.66
- 17.41
- 16.57
-17.06

60øS-70øS

221
245
133
---

-4.80
-4.59
-4.55
-4.62

484
481
453
468

SurfaceData
-8.1

-1.3

244

Baumgartnerand Reichel [ 1975]
Korzoun et al. [1977, 1978]

-13.0
-21.0

-5.2
-6.1

320
578

This work, from Table 3

-18.6

-6.6?

471

Sellers [ 1965]

?Value is from Giovinetto et al. [1992]

depiction of the broad-scaleatmosphericcirculation. Analyses
produced by the U.S. National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) show significant improvement over the
same period, particularly during the period 1985-1990. A
comparison of atmospheric moisture transport values by
Bromwich et al. [1995] for the continentand a comparisonto
derived values for Macquarie Island (54.5øS, 159øE) indicate
that the large errorsfound in NCEP values are largely confined
to the continental interior. Particularly important for the
present study, the monthly averaged meridional transports
obtained using NCEP and ECMWF data agreed well with
those obtained from the upper air observations along the
Antarctic

coast.

Three other studies have employed numerical analysesto
study atmosphericmoisture fluxes near Antarctica. Masuda
[1990] estimated moisture and energy transportsacross70øS
using ECMWF data for 1979. Yamazaki [1992, 1994]

calculated the mean accumulationrate (precipitation minus
evaporation)for the area poleward of 70øS and for Antarctica
from NCEP data for the 5-year period 1986-1990 and showed
good agreementfor a sector near Syowa station between the
results from numerical analysesand rawinsondeand surface
accumulation measurements.A similar study was made by
Budd et al. [1995] using the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology Global Atmospheric Assimilation and
Prediction Scheme (GASP) for the 3-year period 1989-1992;
the derived accumulationvalues were close to time-averaged
glaciological observations.The results obtainedby these three
studies and by Bromwich et al. [1995] demonstrate the
reliability of numericalanalysesfor moisturebudgetstudiesin
high southern latitudes.
The moistureflux estimatein this studyis basedon datafrom
NCEP and ECMWF, which include relative humidity, wind
speed and direction, temperature,and geopotentialheight at
six standard levels between

100 and 30 kPa with a horizontal

resolutionof 2.5ø. The data are producedtwice daily and cover
the 7-year period 1985-1991.
The computational techniques by which the transport
Transport Divergence
estimate(negative southward)is integratedvertically and over
kgm-2yr-• Tt yr-•
time have been described in preceding studies [Yamazaki,

Table 3. Estimatesof TransportDivergencePolewardof 60øS

1992, 1994; Bromwich et al., 1995].

Oceanarea60øS-70øS,
16.953x 106km2
Precipitation
Evaporation

770
285

Net

485

included

near-surface

wind and moisture

The ECMWF data set
data.

Surface values

for NCEP are computedusing
8.22

Antarctica, area 60ø-70øS

, P sfc< 100kPa

(1)

Sector25øE- 160øE,1.784x 106km2
Net surface accumulation

307

0.55

Csfc = C100 +

Sector61øW-76øW,
0.174x 106km2
Net surface accumulation

(600)

0.10

Antarctica and ocean, area poleward of 70øS

Divergence
on15.51x 106km2
Divergence,
areapoleward
of 60øS,34.42x 106km2
*Value is from Giovinetto et al. [1992].

or

0.04

Net drifting snow

2.88*

11.79

(C85'Cloo)
(Psfc-Ploo)
, P sfc> 100kPa (2)
P85-P•oo
)

where C is the variable of interest and P is pressure.
Subscripts 1 and 2 correspondto the level just below the
surface and the level above, respectively, and 85 and 100
denote levels in kilopascals.
The mixing ratio of water vapor q is calculatedat eachlevel
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Figure 4. Compositeannual distributionof mean sea ice concentrationin the oceanarea between 60øS
and 70øS based on an analysis of semimonthly charts for the period 1973-1982. The seasonallabels
correspondto the sea ice and latent heat flux distributionslisted in Tables 4 and 5.

from relative humidity and temperaturedata usingthe Tetens quadrant. Closer to the continent, at latitudes of 65øS and
formula. The total moisture flux vector is defined as
70øS, poleward flux is largestin sectorscenteredat longitudes
of approximately 40øE, 135øE, 150øW, and 70øW; these
sectors lie to the east of the mean position of low-pressure
Q= I qv-(3) areasin winter [cf. Schwerdtfeger,1984; Bromwich, 1988].
Pt
g
The resultsof the numerical analysespresentedin this paper
where v is the horizontal wind vector, g is the accelerationof
gravity, P s is surface pressure,and Pt is the pressureat the
effectivetop. No moisturedataexist above30 kPa.
The results from two NCEP analyses and one ECMWF
analysis completed for this study are listed in Table 1. The
differencesbetweenany two 7-year mean values at either 60øS
or 70øS are smaller than the standard deviation

for each series.

indicate flux values for 60øS and 70øS that are greater than
those reported almost in all previous analyses from
atmosphericobservations(Table 2). Bromwich et at. [1995]
show that the latitude of maximum zonally averaged
precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) in the southern
hemisphereoccurs farther south in the ECMWF and NCEP
analysesthan in previous studies,in part due to the impact of
the Antarctic coastal topography on cyclonic activity. In

The differencebetweenthe 7-year mean of the NCEP analyses addition, satellite observations are a critical source of
for60øS(-17.54kgm-1s-f) andtheECMWFanalysis
(-16.57 informationfor the SouthernOcean, and the incorporationof
kg m-1s-1) is approximately
5%.Thedifference
between
the7- these data into the numerical analyseslikely producesresults
yearmeanof theNCEPanalyses
for 70øS(-4.70kg m-1s-1)and which are superior to those derived solely from the sparse
theECMWFanalysis
(-4.55kg m-1 s-1) is approximately
3%. rawinsonde network [Starr et at., 1969; Peixoto and Oort,
From these meansof the NCEP and ECMWF analyses,the net 1983]. The result shownfor Masuda [1990] was obtainedfrom
moisture
flux across
60øSis estimated
to be(-) 17.06kg m-1s-1 the first year of ECMWF analyses during the First Global
or (-) 10.74Tt yr-1 Valuesobtained
fromtheECMWFarethe AtmosphericResearchProgram Global Experiment (FGGE).
lowest at both 60øS and 70øS, but for practicalpurposesit may The value for averagemoistureflux at 70øSfor 1 year (1979) is
be stated that the results from all three analyses are larger than this study's resultsshown in Table 2 but is within
approximatelythe same.The grid-valueresultswere integrated the range of values given for individual years in Table 1. The
to show the areal distribution of the moisture flux (Figure 3). older version of Australian Bureau of Meteorology analyses
Overall, the poleward flux across60øS is large in the eastern utilized by Howarth [1983] and Howarth and Raynet [1986]
Indian Ocean and western and central Pacific Ocean sectors has previously been found to underestimatesubstantiallythe
(from 90øE eastward to 90øW), particularly in the 90øE-180ø eddy activity, with maxima at station locations [van Loon,
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Table 4. Combined Area and Time-Weighted IndexesUsed in the Estimateof Latent Heat of Evaporationin the Ocean Area
Between 60øS and 70øS

Weighted Index for Ice-Free Ocean, Open
Nominal

Sea Ice

Concentration
Weighted
Range
Index

Ice-Free

Ocean

and Open Water
Actual Weighted
Area
Index

Actual

Area

of Sea Ice
Weighted
Index

Water, and Sea Ice Used in the
Estimate

Summer Autumn

of Latent Heat

Winter

Spring

Annual

7-2

3-5

6-8

9-11

1-2

20.5
0.6
2.5

20.9
0.5
1.8

11.3
0.3
0.9

9.0
0.1
1.4

61.7
1.5
6.6

0, water

26.5

100

26.5

0.0

<20
20-50
50-80
>80

14.6
18.8
24.6
15.6

90
65
35
10

13.1
12.2
8.5
1.5

1.5
6.6
16.1
14.1

1.8

--

--

6.5
6.0

6.4
8.1

16.1
14.1

61.8

38.3

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

100.0

100.1

1.4

All values are in percent.

1980; Bromwich et al., 1995]. The derived long-term P-E for Bentley [1985]. The total number of data sites as well as the
these older analyses, shown in Table 2, agrees more closely reliability in the determination of the accumulation rate at
with the smaller values from the rawinsonde-based
studies.
particular sites increasedsignificantly in the two decadesthat
Results presented in Table 2 highlight the importance of lapsed betweenthe compilations.The number of data sites for
satellite data and comprehensiveassimilation in data-sparse Antarctica increasedfrom approximately350 in the early 1960s
to 1500 in the early 1980s, and the estimate of mean
regions.
accumulationfor the coastalzone increasedfrom approximately
Surface

Data

Estimate

600 to 750 kg m-2 yr-1 [Giovinettoand Bull, 1987]. The
differencebetweenthe ratesfor the oceanareapolewardof 70øS

(388 kg m-2yr-1 [Baumgartner
andReichel,1975]and531kg
The surface data used to estimateparticular terms are first
m-2yr-1 [Giovinetto
et al., 1992],respectively)
is anincrease
of

integrated specifically for the zone between 60øS and 70øS.
37%, suggestingthat the estimate of precipitation for 60øSMost of the data were collected during 1956-1990 and are
70øS selected for this study should be increased
representativeof 1- to 35-year periods distributed between

approximately 1941 and 1990. The overall estimate is the
summation

of the four terms described herein.

proportionally,
i.e.,by 200to 770kgm-2yr-1(Table3).
To the adjusted
precipitation
meanof 770 kg m-2 yr-• we
subtractour estimate of evaporationbased on seasonallatent

1. The difference
betweenprecipitation
andevaporation
in heat flux estimates found in the literature. We used the
the oceanarea(16.953x106km2),whichis estimated
usingthe
estimatesof Zillman [1972], Andreas et al. [1979], and Brown
mean precipitationof 562 kg m-2 yr-1 obtainedby
Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] from a compilationby the
German Weather Service and which is the most complete to
date. There are more recent data suchas thoseavailablethrough
the NCEP/NCAR ReanalysisCD-ROM [Kalnay et al., 1996]

and which, in the polar and subpolar regions, rely on
microwaveremote sensingto obtainvaluesover oceanicareas.
We have examined the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) data set which is available in the CD-ROM,

but approximately
87% of the gridpointsbetween60øSand

[1990] for ice-free oceanand openwater within the pack and of
Allison [1972], Maykut [1978], and Weller [1980] for sea ice.
Their estimateswere interpolatedand extrapolatedon the basis
of latitude as well as sea ice thickness [Washington et al.,
1976; Hakkinen, 1990] and factored by area/time indexes
obtained from an analysis of the semimonthly sea ice
concentration distributions compiled by the Naval
OceanographyCommandDetachment [1985].
In this work we follow the procedures described in a
precedingstudy [Giovinettoet al., 1992] to estimatethe mean
annual evaporationrate for the ice-free ocean and open water
area within the pack (62%; see Figure 4 and Table 4). We use

70øS have been labeledmissing.Moreover,the proportionof
missingdata increasesto 94% duringthe wintermonths,when
a largerpartof the precipitation
is likely to occur.The estimate the weighted
meanlatentheatflux (26 W m-2,Table5) anda

of Baumgartner
andReichel[1975]fortheareabetween
60øS latentheatof vaporization
of 2.5 MJ kg-• for waterwith a

and 70øS is basicallyan interpolationbetweenalbeit scant
shipdatanorthof 60øSandthe estimateof netaccumulation
at
the surface(i.e., precipitationminus sublimationand drifting
snow losses)on the ice sheetby Giovinetto [1964]. In the

surfacetemperatureof approximately273 K; thesefactorsresult

in a meanopenwaterevaporation
of 328kg m-2yr-•. We also
estimate the mean annual evaporationrate for the ocean area
coveredby ice (38%) usingthe weightedmean latent heat flux

of 2.8 MJ kg-•
preceding
studyfor the areasouthof 70øS[Giovinetto
et al., (19 W m-2) anda latentheatof vaporization
1992] we foundthat the isohyetpatternfor the SouthernOcean (increased to account for sublimation since the snow/ice
area polewardof 70øS drawn by Baumgartnerand Reichel surface temperature is between 268 and 258 K for
[1975], which was basedon extrapolationfrom accumulation approximately8 monthsof the year [cf. Comiso, 1994]). These
rates shown on the ice sheetin the compilationof Giovinetto

factors result in a mean evaporationfor ice-coveredand open

of 214kgm-2yr-•.
[1964], showedan overestimateby 37%. The isohyetpattern waterareas
A combinedmean evaporationrate for ice-free ocean,open
for the oceanareapolewardof 70øSdrawnby Giovinettoet al.
[1992] was basedon extrapolationfrom accumulationrates waterwithinthepack,andseaiceof 285kg m-2yr-1, andthe
shown on the ice sheet in the compilationof Giovinetto and precipitation
estimatementioned
above(770kgm-2yr-•)
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Land including adjacent ice shelvesand islandsconnectedby
ice). Some accumulation maps, e.g., as compiled by E.S.
Korotkevich and V.N. Petrov (described by Korzoun et al.

Table 5. Estimate of Latent Heat Flux in the Ocean Area Between
60øS and 70øS

Nominal
Sea Ice

Summer Autumn Winter

Concentration

11,177

[1977])indicate
thattheratedecreases
from800kg m'2 yr'l in
thewestcoastto 400 kg m'2 yr'• in the eastcoast,suggesting

Weighted
Spring Annual

12-2

3-5

6-8

9-11

Mean

0, water

17

25

52

19

26

<20
20-50
50-80
>80

16
14
11
9

23
21
16
14

47
42
32
28

17
15
12
10

25
20
20
18

overall •regionof the Antarctic peninsula[e.g., Jacobs et al.,
1992]. The summationof the bulk estimatesfor the two sectors

Weighted mean, ice
Weighted mean, area

13
16

19
24

31
41

11
14

19
24

3. Net drifting snow transport seaward across the ice
terminus(groundedice or ice shelf), which in the sector25øE 160øE needs to be assessedin the particular context of this
study (Figure 2b). First, drifting snow blowing seaward

that a first approximationto the estimateof accumulationin the

areamaybemadeusinga midrange
valueof 600kg m'2 yr'• or
104Gt yr'•. Thisestimate
is coherent
withothersmadefor the
indicates
a totalaccumulation
of approximately
0.65Tt yr'•

Heat flux values in watts per squaremeter.

across the ice terminus

is treated

as an extra contribution

to

precipitationon the ocean area; it shouldbe noted that drifting
snow mass is not a part of estimatesof either net accumulation
485kgm'2 yr'l or8.22Tt yr'l.
2. The difference between gross accumulation and gross on the ice sheet or of precipitationon the ocean area. Second,
ablation in the area of Antarcticathat lies north of 70øS (1.958 drifting snow blowing seaward across the ice terminus is
x 106km2),whichis estimated
separately
for thetwo sectors.reduced by an amount equal to drifting snow that enters the
First, for the area of the ice sheetin East Antarcticalying north sector of reference, blowing northward across 70øSß this is
of 70øS between 25øE and 160øE the estimate is 1.784 x 106 because its contribution to divergence has been included in a
km2. The integration
of the rate as shownby the isopleth previousestimateof transportdivergencefor the area poleward
pattern
wouldresultin a meanof 337kgm'2 yr'• or601Gt yr-•' of 70øS [Giovinetto et al., 1992] that will be added in toto
However, small areas where there is excessive snow deflation (Table 3).
or even net abiation (negative accumulation)cannot be shown
on relatively small scale maps. Estimatesof the extent of those in the sector 25øE-160øE has three main sources:(1) water
areas and of the rates of deflation and ablation indicate that the
vapor advected southwardacrossthe ice terminus which after
integration of the rate for the sector 25øE-160øE should be condensation and precipitation in the area north of 70øS
reduced
by 53 Gt yr'• [Giovinetto
and Bentley,1985],which reaches the sea blowing noahward across the terminus' (2)
resultsin a smaller
meanaccumulation
of 548Gt yr-• or 307kg surface snow from preceding deposition events which is
deflated principally by impact of snow grains already in
m-2yr-1.
Second, for the area that lies north of 70øS in the sector motion; and (3) drifting snow blown noffhward across 70øS.

indicate a difference betweenprecipitationand evaporationof

The snow
61øW- 76øWtheestimate
is0.174x 106km2 (mainly.._Qraham

mass from

the first two sources does not contribute

Table 6. MeridionalDrifting SnowTransportfor the SectorBetween25øEand 160øE

Sector, Northward
Across
70øS
*?
øE

Buddetal.$

Lister{}

Northward

Budd
etal.$

Across the Ice Terminus*

Lister{} Kobayashi
10 Kobayashi
20

25-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100
100-110
110-120
120-130
130-140
140-150

0.07
0.61
0.98
2.00
2.80
0.10
3.90
8.70
4.90
3.00
3.80
1.90
8.80

0.06
1.10
1.50
2.20
4.10
0.02
14.00
65.00
28.00
8.90
17.00
4.00
59.00

0.6
0.3
0.2
3.3
2.5
0.3
0.4
2.4
5.6
2.2
2.3
3.5
10.5

2.6
1.5
1.0
18.0
9.1
0.5
1.2
15.5
51.9
10.0
14.8
23.6
118.3

2.1
1.2
0.8
14.3
7.4
0.5
1.0
12.1
39.7
8.0
11.6
18.5
89.4

0.3
0.2
0.1
2.3
1.2
0.1
0.2
1.9
6.3
1.3
1.9
2.9
14.3

150-160

0.87

0.93

3.7

20.5

16.2

2.6

37.8

288.6

Totals

42.43

205.81

222.7

35.5

Valuesare in gigatonsper year. The rangefor valuesacross70øSandthe ice terminusare 124.12and 129.1
(i.e. Kobayashi1 and 2), respectively.The adoptedrangesfor valuesacross70øSand the ice terminusare 124.12
and 163.2, respectively.
*Wind data from the model of Parish and Bromwich [ 1991].

?Values
arefromGiovinetto
etal.[1992].
$Model
isdescribed
byRadok
[1970].
{}Model
isdescribed
byLoewe
[1970].
0Maximum
andminimum
transports
wereobtained
froma modeldecribed
byKobayashi
[1978].
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to net accumulationand thereforeneedsto be addedas a part of
the moisture transport divergence. The snow mass from the
third source has already been accounted for in the net
atmosphericwater vapor advected southwardacross70øS.
The surface wind and snow transport models used in the
previous estimate of drifting snow across70øS [Giovinetto et
al., 1992] are used here without modification (Table 6). The
wind data produced by the wind model of Parish and
Bromwich [1991] are combinedwith snow transportmodels of
W.F. Budd et al. (discussed by Radok, [1970]), H. Lister
(discussedby Loewe, [1970]), and Kobayashi [1978]. Using
these modelswe obtain a range between37.8 and 288.6 Gt yr-

approximately
300and950kg m-2yr-1,respectively);
however,
the estimates show the largest difference at 55øS, where

Baumgartner
andReichellist a valueof 1001kg m-2yr-•, and
Jaegershowsa valueof approximately
360 kg m-2yr-1. Our
estimate
of 770 kg m-2yr-• for the60øS-70øS
zoneis closeto
and slightly larger than a linear interpolation between the
estimate of Giovinetto et al. [1992] for the area poleward of

70øS(specifically,
531 kg m-2yr-• at a meanlatitudeof 73øS)

and the estimate of Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] at a
latitude of 55øS. We believe that large rather than low
precipitationvaluesappearto be consistentwith the maximaof
frequencyof cyclonesand of frontsat a mean latitudeof 65øS
1. The midrange
valueof theseestimates
(163.2Gt yr-1)is [e.g., Schwerdtfeger,1984] and of cloudcoverat meanlatitude
larger than the transportacross70øS (a range between42.4 and of 60øS [e.g., Berlyand and Strokina, 1980], although the
205.8 Gt yr-•, i.e., a midrange
valueof 124.1Gt yr-•). The presenceof sea ice in winter may induce stability and thus
difference between the two transportestimatesin the sectorof reduce precipitation [e.g., Zillman, 1972; Andreas and
reference
indicates
that the net contribution
to the overall
Makshtas, 1985].
estimate
of transport
divergence
is approximately
0.04Tt yr-•.
2. The mean rate of evaporationestimatedin this study(285
Drifting snow transport seaward acrossthe ice terminus in kg m-2yr-1) is closeto andof intermediate
valuebetween
those
the sectorfrom 1øW (eastward) to 25øE, where the ice terminus of Baumgartner
and Reichel[1975](244kg m-2yr-•) andof
extends approximately along the 70øS parallel, has been PeixotoandOort [1992](approximately
340 kg m-2yr-•), the
included in the estimate of transportacross70øS [Giovinetto et latter derived using 1963-1973 surfacedata and a bulk transfer
al., 1992]. This transport should be added to the estimate of model. This indicates that our estimate of evaporation is

precipitation
in the ocean,but it is relativelysmall(2 Gt yr-1)
and is ignored. The transport correspondingto the sector
61øW-76øW is negligible also relative to the overall estimate
becausethe slopesare shortand the snow fetch areasare small.
4. Divergence in the area poleward of 70øS, which has been

consistent

with other estimates.

3. Thenetprecipitation
(P-E)estimate
of 485kgm-2yr-• is
very closeto valuesderived from the numericalanalyses.The

P-E estimate
for 60øS-70øS
is 453kg m-2yr-1forECMWFand
481kgm-2yr-• forNCEP.

estimatedon the basisof surfacedata to be 2.88 Tt yr-•
[Giovinetto et al., 1992].

Thesummation
of theterms1-4listedaboveis 11.79Tt yr-1
(Table 3), a divergence that indicates a net water vapor

transport
across60øSof (-) 18.60kg m-l s-l. Thisestimate
is
larger than those of Sellers [1965] and Baumgartner and
Reichel [1975] but smaller than that of Korzoun et al. [1977,
1978] (Table 2).

Conclusions

Estimatesof atmosphericnet water vapor southwardacross
60øS basedon two separatenumericalanalysisdata setsare in

closeagreement.The averaged
transport
is 16.99kg m-• s-•.
Theestimate
based
onsurface
data(18.60kgm-• s-1)appears
to
be reliable because the estimates of precipitation and

evaporation on the ocean area are consistentwith some of the
rates and meteorologicalphenomenareported in the literature.
Discussion
of Results
The coincidence of the analyses and surface data estimates
belies the large probable error in each, which we assessto be
Conspicuous agreement exists among estimates of net no less than 10% for the atmosphericdata analysesand 20%
transport of water vapor across 60øS using separate for the surfacedata estimate. Nevertheless,the small difference
approaches. The difference between the estimates based on betweenthem is rare in studiesof this type and is a form of
atmosphericnumerical analysesand on surfacedata is 1.54 kg substantiation. Accurate estimates of the surface moisture
m-1 s-• or 9% of the midrangevalueof the estimates.The budget for the area south of 60øS and of moisturetransport
agreement found here indicates a good approximation to the across60øS are necessaryfor an understandingof the moisture
poleward moisturetransportis attainabledespitethe paucity and energy budgets over the Southern Ocean as well as for
model validation and initialization; yet it would be difficult to
of available in situ data.
The agreement between the NCEP and ECMWF numerical
analysesfor 60øS is in large part due to the assimilationof the
same satellite data. However, the values at both 60øS and 70øS
are obtained from differing assimilation schemes,and thus the
agreementindicatesthat the computedtransportdoesnot suffer
from a significant dependence on the assimilation methods
employed. In the following sections we concentrate the
discussionon mean precipitation and evaporationestimatesin

conceive of a more exact means of estimation than the methods

provided here, given the current data constraints. Overall, this
study indicatesan atmosphericnet transportsouthwardacross

60øSof approximately
17.80kg m-1 s-• anda corresponding
atmosphericnet latent heat transportof approximately50 MJ
m-1 s-1.
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